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I. Introduction

Although risk methodology and probabilistic analysis
have only recently begun to be extensively applied to safety
evaluations of large complex systems such as nuclear power plants,
several in-depth studies have already been performed, of which the
most comprehensive are the Reactor Safety Study-WASH 1400

(the

so-called "Rasmussen Report") and the recently published German
Risk Study

(2)

. The applications of probabilistic safety analysis

are becoming widespread

and are currently recognized in the most

advanced countries as valuable tools in decision processes
pertaining to the licensing, design, and operation of nuclear
systems

(3 4)
' . This is particularly true now that after detailed

investigations of the TMI-2 accident both the Kemeny Commission
and the Rogovin Special Inquiry Group

(5)

came up with reaormendations

for an increasing use of probabilistic methods in reactor safety
analysis.

Outside the nuclear field risk methodology has also
been applied to some important projects of which the most famous
one is the "Canvey Island Report"

carried out by the U.K. Health

and Safety Executive in conjunction with the Safety and

Reliability

Directorate of U.K.A.E.A.

In Brazil, only very recently

(January 1980) a

research group was set up at COPPE/UFRJ aimed at studying

the

applicability of probabilistic methods to nuclear reactor safety

(8)
.

Our group is partly financed by CNEN and benefits from the
collaboration of a few people from institutions other than COPPE.
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Our initial goal is to perform an extensive
reliability analysis of some safety systems of Angra I. For this
task we are using the fault tree technique which has been
successfully used in most reliability studies of nuclear safety
systems performed to date.

The following systems were chosen to be analysed
in the first phase of the project: 1) accumulators, 2) low
pressure injection and recirculation, 3) high pressure injection
and recirculation, 4) containment spray injection and recirculation,
5) auxiliary feedwater, 6) reactor protection, and 7) electrical
power supply systems.

In section II of this paper we give

a brief

description o£ the fault tree methodology, emphasizing

the

process steps, its advantages and disadvantages.

Results of a quantitative determination of

the

unavailability of the accumulator and the containment spray
injection systems are presented and analysed in section III.
These results are also compared to those reported ir. WASK-1400.
Finally in section IV we summarize our conclusions.

Before closing this brief introduction let
mention that the main objective of cur present studies is

us
not

to achieve any novel results &t this moment, but to develop in
our country a group of individuals with ability to formulate
and solve more fundamental applications of reliability theory
and probabilistic methods in the field of nuclear reactor safety.
In this sense, we hope that our present efforts will contribute
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to an increasing application of the probabilistic approach in
the design, operation, and specially in the licensing procedure
of future Brazilian nuclear installations.

II. Reliability Analysis and Fault Tree Methodology

Reliability has been defined as

(9)
:

"that characteristic of an item expressed by the
probability that it will perform its required
function in the desired manner under all the
relevant conditions and on the occasions or
during the time intervals when it is required so
to perform".

For a simple item or one with a high probability
of failure (a not very reliable one) it is possible to
experimentally estimate its reliability for a certain mission
from a frequency argument, that is by relating the number

of

successful mission completions to the total number of times the
item was called upon to perform that function. However, such is
not a practical procedure for highly complex technological
systems which have extremely small failure probabilities and/or
whose failure consequences are too costly or too catastrophic
to be allowed to occur.

For a complex system involving a large number

of

components it is necessary to use the methods and rules of
probability to predict system behavior from component behavior,
in other words, system reliability from component reliability.

The rules of probability describes also how to numerically express
confidence in the predicted outcome. Such is the main objective of
reliability analysis. In addition to quantitatively determining
the probability of success (or failure) of a system, reliability
analysis also provides a valuable means of identifying the critical
or "weak" points of the system and of performing sensitivity
analyses.
For these systems whose functioning state must

be

maintained for a considerable period of time the significant
probabilistic feature is indeed the unreliability (failure
probability) or reliability (probability of success) as previously
defined. On the other hand, for standby systems which must
function on demand th'3 most important probabilistic parameter is
the availability or unavailability of -he system.

Availability has been defined as
"the characteristic of an item expressed by the
probability that it will be operational at al
randomly selected future instant in time".

In order to quantitatively evaluate any of the
above mentioned probabilistic features of a complex system it is
necessary to have a logic model relating the system characteristics
to those of the components. There are different ways to accomplish
this task. In our work we have chosen to use the fault tree
methodology which has been successfully applied in the studies
previously mentioned

Faulty Tree Pr.alysis (FTA)

A fault tree (FT) is a deductive logic diagram
consisting of a specified and well-defined "unG2sired event" at
the top of the tree and a logic structure beneath it which
reveals those various parallel and sequential combinations

of

con;>onent states (possible root causes) that can result in the
occurrence of the undesired event (also known as "top event").
In a typical reactor safety analysis, the undesired nvjp.t is
usually a system failure; e.g, "failure of the containrent spray
injection syster. to provide sufficient flow to CSIS uc/zle» given
a lar^e LOCA has occurred".

Tt is extrenely important in FTA to properly define
the top event. Much tine and effort should be dedicated to
clearly and precisely defining it, otherwise the whole analysis
could be incomplete in accomplishing its final coal.

The «yrbols used in the construction of a fault
v.r;e ore shewn in Fig. 1.

The rectangle cc-.=-.-ribes the output of a logic gate.
Therefore it defines an event that results from the logical
operation of two or more events.
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The circle is used to describe a basic {or prinary)
failure event. Oata regarding frequency and -node ^f failure can be
derived empirically.

The diamond represents an event that is not further
developed because of a low probability of occurrence or lack

of

information, time, or money. It may also be used in cases where
another analysis has given sufficient information on the c-ve.it
such that further analysis would be redurdant. It is also
considered a basic event in the fault tree.

The house defines an event that must occur or is
expected to occur because of design and normal operation
conditions. Also useful as a trigger event for logic structure
changes within the fault tree.

The fundamental logic gates for fault tree
construction are the OR gate and the AND gate. The OR gate
describas the logical operation that requires the existence of
qn_e_ or more input events to produce the output event. The AND
gate describes the logical operation that requires the
coexistence of all input events to produce the output event.
In Set Theory the OR gate corresponds to the logical union and
lhe kliü gate to the logical intersection of the input events.

If two events 7i and 3 •= re inputs to an AND gate
the boolean expression for the output event T is:

T = A.B,

(1)
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and the corresponding probability expression is
PIT) - F(A.a) - P(AKP(B/A)

(2)

where (P<B/A) is the probability of occurrence of B given that
event A has occurred. If A and B are statistically independent
then
P<B/A> » P{B)
and Eq. (2) becones
P{T) - P(A).P(B)

(3)

Substituting the AND gate by an OK gate, the
boolean expression of the output event T becones
T « A • B

Í4>

and the corresponding probability expression can be written:
P{T) - P(A) + P(B) - P(A.B)

(5)

If A and B are statistically independent
P(T) « P(A) • P(B) - P(A) . P(S)

(6)

The above equations can be readily extended

to

encompass any number of input events.

Pig. 2 shows an example cf a simple fault tree
and the associated boolean and probabilistic expressions.

In general three main steps are necessary to the
performance of a fault tree analysis on a system: 1) a thorough
understanding of the system, 2} construction and evaluation
the fault tree, and 3) analysis of the results.

of
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The first step requires a complete and detailed
anderstanding of the function, controls and operating and failure
modes of the system, besides its interface

with other «-ystems

and its TúM procedures.

As previously mentioned, the fault tree

is

constructed using the symbols in Fig. 1, according to a deductive
process that tries to identify all causes of each event on the
tree, starting with the top event and stoping when each branch
ends in a basic (circle) or an undeveloped event (diamond).
After the tree has been constructed, the probability of the top
event can be calculated by substituting available data for

the

basic events in a probabilistic expression. Computer codes

are

generally used to calculate the top event probability when the
tree involves a large number of logic gates and oasic events.

After constructing and evaluating the fault tree,
a great deal of information concerning the system can be
developed. For exp^pls, the contributions from various types of
failures such as hardware, test and Ltaintenance, or common-node,
can be determined. Sensitivity analysis can also be performed to
determine, for example, the systarn's response to variations

in

the reliability value of a particular component type or of a
certain human error. Thus, a sensitivity analysis coupled with
an analysis of the relative reliability importance of the
components will improve our understanding of the "weak points"
in the system and provide essential informations for cost-benefit
analyses of potential system improvements, if such improvements
are being considered.

It has been said many tines that the main problem
of applying FTA to nuclear systems is the lac* of proper
reliability data. Indeed this had been a major concern among
fault tree analysts in the nuclear field and data collection
has received a lot of attention in the past five years. On the
other hand, WASH-1400 has shown that many conclusions reached
by reliability techniques are relatively insensitive to possible
errors in assignment of failure rates. This is because nuclear
safety systems are generally so redundant and complex that -ho
accuracy of reliability estimates is determined more by
assumptions in modeling the system than by the data used. Thus,
when considering complex systems with many backups or
, redundanc-' s, an error of 10 (sometir.es even 100) in a:i assicmed
failure rate will rarely dominate the overall probability

of

failure (remember we are talking about failure ratos in the 10
to 10 '/hr range).

Moreover, uncertainties in ^he data can be brought
into the analysis by assuming failure and repair

rate

distributions instead of single po:nt values. The data
uncertainties are propagated through the tree logical expressions,
and a distribution is obtained for the top event probability,
fcr which confidence levels are t.ien assigned.

The treatment or common-mode failures

'2)

(Cy.Fr)

is another Issue that nas attracted a great deal of attention
from safety analysts in central and fault tree analysts
particular. A CNF is an event that causes two or more

in

channels

of a redundancy system to fail in the same category or failure
mode. Although the appearance of a CMF can eliminate any degree

cf redundancy in a system, it has been recognized that the
probability cf CMFs can be reduced by using physically

separated

redundant components, different types of equipment, having more
than one operator to review personnel actions and by

employing

other forms of diversities. Different ways of handling the
quantification of the probability of occurrence of CMFs have
been devised. So far we have been using the same method as used
(12)
in i\"A£H-1400
but we are planning to switch to a more rociem
appror ch in the near future. We will return to this discission
in the section IV.

III. Application to Angra-I Safety Systems

In this section we concentrate on the discussion
of seme preliminary qualitative and quantitative results
obtained for the accumulator 'ACC) and containment spray
injection systems (CSIS). These two systems were the first to
be analysed because they are the simplest among those already
rentioned in the introduction of this work.

•ccumuia •f-r.r-

C

A simplific-d diagram of the ACC sister: of An~ra I
is show.-: in Fig. j. This is a subsystem, of the emergency core
reeling

-ystem. ; :CC? ; . It consists ce

t. large tank containing

b:ra;:ei vvtor, some valves, ins cru. .cr.c at i en and associated
piping. The borated water in the tank is pressurized with
nitrogen gas (K.), and the

ACC discharge lines are connected to

the cold Itgs <cf the reactor coolant system (PCS). When pr.tvsure
in the cold lees droos below 750 osier as a result of a loss

of
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coolant accident (LOCA) the accumulators discharge borated water
into the reactor vessel. The ACC system is considered to be

a

passive system because mechanical operation of the check valves
(see Fig. 3) is the only requirement for its discharging.
Therefore, a pressure differential between the water in the
tank and that in the RCS is the only condition for the operation
of the ACC system, dispensing any electric control signal

or

operator action.

A quantitative evaluation of the unavailability
of the accumulator system was performed for the casi of a
postulated large cold leg LOCA. Angra I has two accumulators,
one for each cold leg. Since the contents of one accumulator
is lost out the break in case of a LOCA in the corresponding
cold leg, only the contents of one accumulator is (necessarily)
enough to keep the core cooled during the initial phase of the
accident. Therefore, success for accumulator discharge

to the

RCS requires a successful discharge of 1 out of 1 accumulator.
A detailed fault tree was constructed, taking into consideration
the same kind of basic faults considered in WASH-1400

. Because

many events have negligible unavailability values, this tree was
reduced and reformulated to consider only those events with
significant unavailabilities. The reduced tree (shown in Fig, 4)
was evaluated with the SAMPLE code,a Monte Carlo simulation code
also used in WASH-1400

, assuming the unavailabilities of

the

basic events to be log-normally distributed. The data used here
was taken from Ref. 1. The median and 90% confidence upper and
lower

values for the unavailability of the ACC system of Angra I

as obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation are, respectively,
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Q ,. = 5.0 X 10~
median
,,
Q
= 7.9 x 10"
upper
_„
Qn
= 3.2 x 10
lower
These values are approximately a factor of two
lower than those obtained for the ACC system of the typical PWR
reported in WASH-1400

. This is not surprising at all, given

the close similarity between the two systems and that the same
methods and data base were used in both calculations.

An importance analysis of the component failures
involved in the fault tree has shown that failure (to open) of
the two check values in the interface between the ACC system
and the reactor coolant system (see Fig. 4) is the main
contributor to system unavailability. This tells us that if we
were to look for possible ways to improve the availability

of

the ACC system, we should start by closely studying the referred
valves. As an example of what could be done, let us suppose we
— i»

substitute each one of those check valves (q - 1.0 x 10
by two similar ones in a parallel arrangement <<Jarrano

each)

=10

x 10 = 1.0 x 10 X Then a simple calculation shows that this
modification results in a factor of four decrease in the
(131
unavailability of the ACC system
'.

- •»

x
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Containment Spray Injection System

The containment spray injection system (CSIS)

of

Angra I is designed to perform two functions:
1) reduction of temperature and pressure inside the containment
after a loss of coolant accident or a rupture of a main steam
or feedwater pipe in the containment;
2) removal of fission product from the containment atmosphere
following a LOCA.

This latter function is accomplished by the
inclusion of a chemical additive subsystem which injects sodium
hydroxide into the spray water at an optimum value for fission
product removal from the post-LOCA containment atmosphere.

In this paper we restrict ourselses to the analysis
of the first function mentioned above. This means that the
chemical additive subsystem is not considered here.

A simplified diagram of the CSIS is shown in Fig. 5.
It consists, of two separate 100 percent capacity trains, each one
consisting of one pump, spray ring headers nozzles, valves

and

associated piping. Both trains draw water from the refueling
water storage tank

(RWST) during the initial phase

of

accident, the injection :.>hase, and the containment spray

the
injection

system is required to function only until the water supply
the RWST is exhausted.
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Similary to what was done for the ACC system,

a

detailed fault tree was constructed to investigate the failure
of the CSIS (unavailability) to deliver sufficient fluid flow to
nozzles in the containment in rase of a LOCA. This tree

was

further reduced to account only for those events with significant
unavailabilities. The reduced tree (shown in Fig. 6) was

also

evaluated with the SAMPLE code, again assuming the unavailabilities
of the basic events to follow a log-normal distribution, and
employing data from Ref. 1. The median and 90% confidence upper
and lower values for the unavailability of the CSIS of Angra I
are, respectively,
Q m ofli»«

=

2

-96

x

10

~3

median
Q
= 9.74 x 10" 3
upper
Q,
• 1,06 x 10~
lower
These values are again of the same order of
magnitude as the corresponding ones presented in WASH-1400, a
fact that is not surprising for the same reasons given for the
ACC system. Nevertheless, a few interesting differences exist
between the CSIS of Angra I and that of the typical PWR

of

WASH-1400. These differences are currently being explored and
will be reported in the future.

The largest contribution to the CSIS unavailability
values presented above comes from common-mode failures. Following
WASH-1400, this contribution was calculated assuming possible
coupled human errors in the calibration of several sensors of
the engineered safety features actuation system and during the
periodic test:* of the CSIS spray subsystems.

-
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IV. Conclusions

in view of the ever increasing complexity of modern
technological systems and of the large number of person» «ho may
be affected by a single accident, Maintaining the safety

and

reliability of such system have bacon» a critical issue in the
nost advanced technological societies.

Por the cos* of neclear power generation, although
the deterministic safety analysis approach (adopted since

the

beginning of the nuclear industry regulation} has proven to he
capable of insuring a very good safety record, it has been
recognized that probabilistic safety analysis will play

a

significant role in the near future. Right now it is being

used

in the licensing procedure of son* countries only as a wans

of

providing information of a supplementary nature.

In this paper w* have briefly described the fault
tree methodology used to perform both qualitative and quantitative
reliability analysis of a complex system involving a large meter
of components. Me have applied the methodology to calculate the
unavailability values cf the accumulator and of the containment
spray injection systems of Angra I for the hypothetical case of
a large LOCA. lhe values obtained for both systems were shown
to be comparable to the corresponding ones reported in MMH-1400,
a fact which was expected from the beginnine given the similarity
between the respective systems and that the same method and data
base were used in both calculations.

Up to now we have been calculating the contributions
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of common-mode failures and T&M procedures to the unavailabilities
of the systems in the same way as done in WASH-1400, that

is,

by incorporating those contributions in an ad-hoc fashion after
the hardware fault tree is quantitatively evaluated. It has been
(14)
shown elsewhere
that the use of a NOT gate (besides the more
traditional OR and AND gates) allows the incorporation of commonntode and T&M contributions in the analysis in a more natural way.
It is our intention to switch to this approach in the near future.
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